The garage at Hoboken N.J. was originally built by Continental American Railways prior to the opening of the World Fair in New York to service the charter buses that is bringing all the groups coming to visit the Fair.

After the Fair ended they leased the garage to the group of Safeway and Virginia Trailways even though Safeway Trailways had a smaller garage in New York City near the Port Authority Terminal which was very close to the exit and entrance ramps to the Lincoln Tunnel where they serviced and fueled coaches before they would be turning around and returning to destination in the South and West of New York City.
After arriving at the garage in Hoboken, I was introduced to my General Foreman Philip Easley who had been working in supervision for several years. He had been working at the garage for sometime before I arrived there. Then I sat down with Phil and went over the shift crew assignments and got his assessment of the various crews to see if we needed to hire more help in what categories we were weak on. After we decided what we needed I decided to put an ad in the local newspaper. We had a fairly good response and a young man had some skills in management and I hired him to be my Executive Assistant to do the record keeping, do the payroll and other clerical duties. His name was Walter Yurchanuk.

We were assigned the maintenance of the Trailways of New England fleet of 32 coaches, 25 Silver Eagles, 7 Flexible coaches. In addition, we were the maintenance of a pool of 9 coaches to run from NYC to Miami FLA. Daily it consisted of 4 Safeway Trailways coaches, 4 Queen City Trailways coaches, and 1 Tamiami Trailways coach. In addition, we also were assigned 6 Continental American coaches to be used for charter work and other runs. Also, we were responsible for the Golden Eagles 5 Star Coaches that ran from NYC to Los Angeles, California and return twice daily.

Sometime in the early 1970's I received a special shipment which contained the equipment and a request to install it on a Golden Eagle 5 Star coach that was being sent to us to be put on display at Madison Square Garden Show in NYC. The coach they sent was a model 05 Golden Eagle I got with one of my mechanics
And together we installed all the units that we needed to perform as "Goldie." I connected the cable section that went on the coach. Later after everythings was installed we connected the cable from the control panel and tested it to make sure it was working properly. After Goldie entered the Madison Square Garden we were not permitted to make any repairs if anything went wrong an union electrician had to make the repairs.

On one of the holidays we were very busy with all available were out. I received a call from the dispatcher at the Port Authority Terminal in NYC that were sending a coach over with passengers to have the clutch adjusted.

One of my mechanics put it over the pit to adjust it and advised me that the clutch needed to be replaced. I told him to get started and I would get all the parts we needed to change it. By the time it took me to get him the parts he disconnected the drive shaft, disconnected the transmission and remove the clutch assy and the fly wheel, and replace the rear crankshaft seal with a new seal.

Then started reinstalling every part of the clutch assembly - adjust the clutch levers. Reinstall the transmission, reinstall the drive shaft took the coach off the pit and sent it on its way. The elapsed time was about one hour. I was amazed he was able to do this job so quickly.

Sometime later Walter Yurchenko advised me that he had noticed a strange similarity in the claim papers to be sent to
The Insurance Company for time they were out sick, that all of their forms were all signed by the same doctor and offered to go visit this doctor with some forms to be signed for the insurance company. He did go to find him and had him sign his forms. The doctor's office was in a bar he paid this doctor a few dollars for a period of a week's income from the insurance company. We notified the insurance company and he was arrested and sent to jail.

We changed engines and all other types of repairs brakes, clutches, suspension work, air conditioning, Radiators about once a month our rebuilt engines were brought in from the Trailways Rebuilding Shop in Lynchburg, Va. They had their own tractor trailer rig along with all of the rebuilt units and pick up all the engines, clutches, and other units to go back for rebuilding. Some of our other parts would be shipped by Bus from the Washington DC Garage Stock Room.

We serviced every coach that returned to our garage. We had two pits one for daily safety checks, each coach passes through the bus washer then it gets fueled after that its pulled forward for a safety check and any defects its moved to the other side of the shop for the repairs needed. The other pit was long enough to put two coaches over it for regular maintenance that is based on mileages like 6000 miles, 12000 miles, 18,000 miles and so on for the life of the coach. Oil Filters, Fuel Filters, Service the Air Cleaners Filters, A complete lubrication of the coach. The checking of the interior, seats, and any damage that was done to the side panels.
or the floor coverings, brake linings to be sure it could run safely to the next inspection period. This also applies to the clutch wear will last until the next inspection period. Also the batteries are checked, cables, connections and etc. They have an inspection sheet for each inspection period that sign off as each step is completed. These sheets are turned into the office and are recorded on the coach's permanent records.

At certain periods several coaches are held in for a complete cleaning. Were the complete interior is scrubbed, vacuumed and windows, floors, ceilings and the lavatory we tried to do coaches three or four every day.

At one time we got wind that someone on the 12:30 to 8 AM shift was selling fuel to some tractor trailer drivers. So Phil Easley and I made a plan up. He found a truck driver who would come to the garage after midnight and attempt to purchase fuel. We set a time for this to occur and Phil and I went to place so we could witness the transaction. We did see it happen and the employee was fired at the end of his shift in the morning.

Sometime during my stay there the Port Authority that ran the crews that handled all breakdowns in the Lincoln Tunnel sent a crew to the garage so we could trained them how they could rig the tow vehicles to pick up the Eagle Coaches with the minimum of damage, and since we were so close to a exit they would tow them to the garage for us.

Occasionally if any coaches that require other repairs the
New York City Trailways could not take care of was sent over to our shop for us to take care of. The were times when coaches were sent through with migrant workers being brought to New York State to pick apples and other fruits. Most of these had some problems like broken speedometers that our drivers would refuse to work them back to the south companies that sent them north. We made the repairs so we could get them worked back home.

In addition to some of the other companies that Trailways Company had pool connections with needed some repairs made due a breakdown, dispatch would loan them one of our coaches to complete the run. In the meantime we would make repairs so it could get back on its pool run.

We also would make road calls for other charter coaches in the area if they had a breakdown, or accident.

Early in 1977 I received a phone call from Bill Owens who was superintendent of maintenance for Capitol Bus Company a Trailways member company. He asked me if I would like to come to work at Capitol and take over his job as was going to retire. I would come over to Harrisburg for an interview for the job. I did accept the job and moved to Harrisburg, Pa.